
Juni, Huni & Buni 
 

Huni and Buni were in the same year and Juni was their supervisor. Huni was really 
hardworking, observant and studious while Buni was a clumsy and ignorant student. 

It was another day at the university when the supervisor, Juni decided to bring in a 
few patients to help the students learn more about medical ethics and how to examine a 
patiemt. 

As usual, Buni was busy in chatting with his classmates trying really hard to be the 
“clown of the class”, while Huni was busy paying close attention to the patient Juni had just 
brought in. 

As the patient was told to lie down for the student to examine him, Juni asked Huni 
to try first. While Huni was busy observing the patient, Buni was busy exchanging notes 
with a class mate which really irritated Juni. However, Juni ignored him and told Huni to 
present the case and her findings to the class, which she did wonderfully. 

Juni now thanked the patient for their co-operation and called in the next one to be 
examined by Buni. This was a surprise to Buni and he was confused because as mentioned 
earlier he wasn’t paying attention, anyways he proceeded to examine the patient, and 
failed. Juni being a good teacher then showed Buni how it was supposed to be done but to 
no avail because even still Buni was not paying any attention to what he was being told. As 
a result of Buni’s failure to examine the patient properly the whole class mocked him and 
Juni dismissed the class. 

Huni and Buni then proceeded to the OPD where once again Juni was going to 
supervise them. Patients were called in and Huni and Buni were asked to observe Juni 
examining the patient and looking for obvious symptoms. Buni still had no intention of 
paying attention and soon Juni was called in for a surgery and left Huni and Buni incharge.  

As soon as Juni left the OPD Buni took the seat and relaxed thinking about, God 
knows what, leaving all the important work to Huni who was busy checking the patient. 
Eventually Huni writes up a prescription and then two more patients are called in. 

Buni thinks he needs some kind of thrill so he messes with his patient by carrying 
out weird tests that involved trying to choke the patient. This of course alarmed the patient 
who immediately complained about Buni to his supervisor, who was called back to the OPD. 
Juni gives a stern look to Buni, who by now understands the kind of trouble he could get in 
with this kind of careless behavior. Juni asks Huni to take over the case who, proceeds to 
examine the patient but is interrupted by Buni who promised to be serious this time. Buni 
does his task properly and the reward is “a happy patient”.  

Buni then goes over to the library and tries studying. He then surfs the net for 
educational videos and eventually leaves the university for the day. 
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